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Industry and Economic Developments
Executive Summary
• The drive by businesses to increase efficiency through the imple­
mentation of technological advances have made the high-technology 
industry one of the fastest growing segments of the U.S. economy.
• Downward pressure on the prices of personal computers and the 
slowdown in the Asian and Pacific Rim economies may call into 
question the ability of smaller high-technology entities to continue 
as going concerns.
• The arrival of the year 2000 will present some opportunities for soft­
ware entities who will be called upon to remedy the related problems.
• The adoption of a new technology signals the demise of another. The 
rapid pace of technological advances means shortened product life 
cycles. Auditors should consider the implication of such factors on 
inventory valuation and the carrying amounts of long-lived assets.
What are the significant industry and economic events of 1997 
that are relevant to the audits of high-technology entities?
W hile the term “high-technology” is not precisely defined, it is 
generally considered to refer to those activities that employ scien­
tific theories and applications to develop new products that en­
hance productivity. The high-technology industry, according to 
the American Electronics Association, includes nine subgroups of 
manufacturing: computers, consumer electronics, communica­
tions equipment, electronic components, semiconductors, defense 
electronics, industrial electronics, electromedical equipment, and 
photonics, and two subgroups of services: telecommunications 
services, and software and computer services.
The high-technology industry continues to be one of the fastest 
growing segments of the U.S. economy. Its explosive growth has
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helped to fuel the country’s economic expansion as well as to re­
shape the economy. An estimated 4.25 million people were em­
ployed by the high-technology industry in 1996. In addition, in 
excess of 240,000 new jobs have been added to the industry 
since 1995 — more than 10 percent of the total national in ­
crease in employment.
The industry’s growth is attributable in large part to the efforts of 
many businesses to maintain or increase their competitive edge 
through the implementation of the latest technological advances. 
Huge amounts of human and financial capital continue to be in­
vested by businesses as they build technological infrastructures 
using computers and telecommunications equipment. Even 
when businesses attempt to reduce costs by downsizing, high- 
technology companies still benefit because their products, which 
enhance efficiency and increase productivity, are considered es­
sential investments. Given such strong demand, analysts expect 
continued and substantial growth for the high-technology indus­
try during 1997 and well beyond. Estimated 1997 profit gains for 
the major industry categories are —  31 percent for communica­
tions equipment makers, 23 percent for computer makers and 22 
percent for makers of chips and software.
Specific industry and economic conditions in the major high- 
technology segments are as follows:
• C om pu ters a n d  S em icon du cto rs . In the United States, de­
mand for desktop computers is still strong, partly because 
prices continue to drop. The fortunes of semiconductor 
manufacturers are closely tied to personal computers (PC) 
in that PCs consume 40 percent of total semiconductor 
output and two-thirds of all memory chips. As such, mi­
croprocessor prices are dropping in tandem with PCs, but 
much more rapidly than usual. The growing popularity of 
computers that cost less than $1,000 has had a significant 
impact in this regard. To lessen their vulnerability to PC 
market swings, semiconductor manufacturers are relying 
on the emergence of digital consumer-electronics products 
that increasingly incorporate microchips in their design.
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Asian economic problems are expected to have an impact 
on various segments of the industry given that 25 percent 
of worldwide information technology purchases come 
from that region. Semiconductor manufacturers sell about 
40 percent of their products to Asia and the Pacific Rim. 
In addition, not only have high technology entities been 
recording some of their fastest sales growth from that re­
gion (selling such products as cell phones, semiconductors, 
personal computers) but they also produce a significant 
portion of their components there as well, further raising 
their stakes in the economic success of that region.
The uncertainty regarding continued profits, given the 
slowdown in Asian sales and downward pressure on prod­
uct prices, may call into question the continued existence of 
smaller, fledgling high-technology entities with slim mar­
gins or significant concentrations in Asian or Pacific Rim 
markets. In such circumstances, auditors should be aware of 
their responsibilities pursuant to AICPA Statement on Au­
diting Standards (SAS) No. 59, The A uditors Consideration  
o f  an  E ntity’s A bility to C on tinu e as a G oing C on cern  
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 341). In ad­
dition, auditors should consider whether management has 
made appropriate financial statement disclosure of such 
concentrations in a given geographical area pursuant to 
Statement of Position (SOP) No. 94-6, D isclosure o f  Risks 
a n d  U ncertainties.
• S oftw are. Internet related software sales expanded into a 
$1 billion software business in 1996, and growth is ex­
pected to continue in 1997 as programs are developed for 
developing Internet areas such as online commerce.
The arrival of the year 2000 will have an impact on those 
high-technology entities involved in software related activ­
ities. The year 2000 issue arises from the way dates are 
coded in many computer systems that will cause them to 
interpret the year 2000 as the year 1900. Although this is a 
significant problem for many entities, it does present some 
opportunities for software enterprises who will be called 
upon to remedy the problem. Yet, there is a risk that busi­
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nesses may divert money originally earmarked for the 
purchase of new applications to making their systems year- 
2000-compliant. The year 2000 issue, from the perspective 
of software users, is discussed in greater detail later in this 
Audit Risk Alert.
Software service providers should also benefit in the cur­
rent environment. Many companies are choosing to focus 
on their main operations, and outsourcing specific func­
tions, such as payroll processing, or the entire data process­
ing operations. Auditors of such software service providers, 
as well as auditors of their clients, should be familiar with 
the requirements of SAS No. 70, Reports on th e P rocessing o f  
Transactions by S erv ice O rganizations (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, sec. 324). SAS No. 70 provides guidance 
on the factors an independent auditor should consider 
when auditing the financial statements of an entity that 
uses a service organization to process certain transactions. 
SAS No. 70 also provides guidance for independent audi­
tors who issue reports on the processing of transactions by 
a service organization for use by other auditors.
• T elecom m u n ica tion s . As a result of the Telecommunica­
tions Act of 1996 (the Act), this year marks the first time 
that every sector of this high-technology industry segment 
becomes truly competitive. Long-distance carriers and local 
phone companies will enter one another’s markets. How­
ever, the Act provides that local telephone companies can­
not offer long distance services until they first open up their 
own markets to allow for local competition — subject to 
approval from the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). That competition is likely to be provided by cable 
television concerns and utilities that are upgrading their fa­
cilities in order to eventually provide telephone services.
Along with the competition w ill come lower rates. Tele­
phone companies that have been used to monopolies or 
oligopolies are expected, in the near term, to be less prof­
itable. Grabbing market share early on will be the key to 
success. And the quickest way to gain market share is to 
buy it, so it is expected that “merger mania” as exemplified
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by the NYNEX-Bell Atlantic merger will continue. Audi­
tors should note that restructuring often accompanies 
mergers as redundant functions are eliminated and existing 
areas streamlined. Restructuring charges typically include 
employee-related costs, costs associated with elimination 
and reduction of product lines, and costs related to the 
consolidation of operations. Restructuring charges also in­
clude asset writedowns and losses on disposal of assets. 
When high-technology entities implement restructuring 
programs, auditors should consider the impact of reduc­
tions in personnel on operations and on the entity’s inter­
nal control, the appropriateness and completeness of 
recorded liabilities relating to current restructuring plans, 
and the appropriate period for reporting the costs associ­
ated with restructurings. In considering restructuring lia­
bilities and costs, auditors should be aware of Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Emerging Issues Task 
Force (EITF) Issue No. 94-3, Liability R ecognition f o r  Cer­
tain Employee Termination B enefits a n d  O ther Costs to Exit an  
A ctivity ( in clu d in g Certain Costs In cu rred  in a Restructuring), 
for authoritative guidance on the appropriate accounting 
for restructurings. EITF Issue No. 94-3 also provides guid­
ance on the types of costs that should be accrued and the 
timing of recognition of restructuring charges. It also pre­
scribes disclosures that should be included in the financial 
statements. For publicly held entities, Securities Exchange 
Commission (SEC) Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 67 
(Topic 5P), In com e S ta tem en t P resentation o f  R estru ctu ring  
Charges, requires that restructuring charges be reported as a 
component of income from continuing operations.
The makeup of information moving through various 
telecommunications networks is changing at a rapid pace. 
Along with the voice traffic that telephone networks were 
originally designed for, corporate and individual con­
sumers are increasingly transm itting video, images, and 
data, thus dictating that carriers increase and modernize 
their infrastructure to carry a greater volume of informa­
tion. The ongoing transition from analog to digital, which 
increases and enhances the capabilities of telecommunica­
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tions networks, is also creating demand for new switching, 
access, and transmission equipment — the three main 
components of such networks. The adoption of such new 
technologies usually signals the demise of another. And 
the rapid pace of technological advances also means short­
ened product life cycles. Auditors should consider the im­
plications of factors such as these on the valuation of a 
high-technology entity’s inventory. In addition, long-lived 
assets used by enterprises involved in the manufacture of 
such products may require significant retooling to retain 
their usefulness. In some cases these assets may not lend 
themselves to modification and could be rendered obsolete. 
In these instances, the carrying amounts of recorded assets 
may not be recoverable and the provisions of FASB State­
ment No. 121, A ccounting f o r  th e Im pa irm en t o f  Long-L ived 
Assets a n d  f o r  L ong-L ived Assets to B e D isposed  O f  FASB, 
Current Text, vol. 1, sec. I08) may need to be applied.
Generally, the stocks of high-technology entities have performed 
quite well during 1997. However, in late October, on the most 
actively traded day ever, the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
dropped 554 points, its biggest one-time plunge. Auditors should 
carefully review the impact of significant declines in a high-tech­
nology entity’s stock value (where no subsequent recovery has 
occurred) on the possibility of increased risk of material misstate­
ment arising from fraudulent financial reporting (for example, to 
mitigate the effects on stock values resulting from the market de­
cline) or misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets by 
employees or members of management of high-technology enti­
ties (whose shares were among the hardest hit in the market de­
cline) who have incurred losses in their personal portfolios. Given 
that stock options1 are an integral part of the compensation plans 
of many high-technology entities, auditors should carefully con­
sider the related implications on audit risk.
1. Authoritative accounting literature for stock-based compensation includes Account­
ing Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 25, Accounting fo r  Stock Issued to Employees, 
and its related interpretation, along with FASB Statement No. 123, Accounting fo r  
Stock-Based Compensation (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. C36).
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Another area of potential risk for material misstatement arising 
from fraudulent financial reporting stems from the sometimes 
unrealistic expectations of stockholders of high-technology enti­
ties. Currently, the price-earnings ratio in the industry is at an 
historical high. When reported results miss consensus share earn­
ings expectations, even by just a few pennies, market values can 
be altered by billions of dollars. For example, a major manufac­
turer of semiconductors missed expectations for 1997 third- 
quarter profits. Although profits for the quarter rose to 88 cents 
per share, up from 74 cents per share in the year earlier period, it 
was three cents below analysts’ estimates of 91 cents per share. 
The result? The stock price declined on the day of the announce­
ment. Such situations are not uncommon in the high-technol­
ogy industry. Auditors should consider the pressures to meet 
investment community expectations when assessing the risk of 
material misstatement arising from fraudulent financial report­
ing. In situations such as these, auditors should consider the 
guidance set forth under SAS No. 82, C onsideration o f  F raud in a 
F inan cia l S ta tem en t A udit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, 
AU sec. 316). The issue of fraud is addressed in this Audit Risk 
Alert under the section titled Client Fraud.
Legislative Developments
FCC Local Competition Orders
What is the status of the FCC’s Local Competition Orders?
On February 1, 1996, Congress passed the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996 (the Act). The Act represented the first ever compre­
hensive rewrite of United States communications laws and is the 
most sweeping reform of FCC policy enacted in decades. The Act 
was passed with the intention of deregulating the telecommuni­
cations market to foster competition at the local level and allow 
the “Baby Bells” to regain access to the long-distance market. The 
regulatory and legal confrontations surrounding the implementa­
tion of the Act are among the most important issues in the indus­
try right now. The legislation gave the FCC broad latitude to 
promulgate the new laws. Accordingly, on August 8, 1996, the 
FCC released the First Report and Order, followed immediately
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by a Second Report and Order, collectively the “Local Competi­
tion Orders” adopting rules to implement the local competition 
provisions of the Act. The provisions of the Local Competition 
Orders fall into several major areas:
• Entry Into Local Competition — resale based entry into 
local competition, unbundling based entry into local com­
petition, facilities based entry into local competition.
• Customer Access to Local Competitors — number porta­
bility, dialing parity, access for the disabled.
• General Safeguards Ensuring Local Competition — tele­
phone number administration, non-discriminatory access 
to telephone numbers, operator & directory services, duty 
to negotiate in good faith, disclosure of network changes, 
treatment of existing interconnection agreements, etc.
On July 18, 1997, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir­
cuit issued its long-awaited opinion in the consolidated appeals 
by state utility commissions and incumbent local exchange carri­
ers challenging several provisions of the Local Competition 
Order. Several rules of the Local Competition Order establishing 
the groundwork for opening local telephone markets to new 
entry drew sharp attack from state commissions and the “Baby 
Bells”, primarily on the basis that the FCC exceeded its statutory 
jurisdiction and usurped state regulatory authority. The Eighth 
Circuit, relying largely on what it termed the “plain meaning” of 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996, agreed and vacated many 
of the key provisions of the FCC rules. As a result, the legal rules 
governing local telephone competition have now been thrown 
into a state of tremendous uncertainty as the battleground now 
will shift from the federal to state regulatory arena.
Update on the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
Executive Summary
Auditors can benefit by familiarizing themselves with current trends in 
securities litigation. Recent statistical studies tracking the effects of the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 can be helpful in this 
regard. Specifically, the studies show:
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• The volume of litigation remains the same but has shifted from fed­
eral to state courts.
• More lawsuits involving publicly held entities have been filed since 
the Reform Act's passage, reversing the prior trend.
• Allegations of financial statement omissions or misrepresentations 
have increased significantly.
• Larger companies are being sued less frequently.
• Technology companies remain frequent targets of litigation.
What impact has the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act 
of 1995 had on securities litigation?
Auditors can benefit on several levels by studying cases of mal­
practice litigation against their peers. By familiarizing themselves 
with the tactics adopted by plaintiff’s attorneys, auditors can help 
protect themselves from possible future litigation. In cases where 
audit failures have actually occurred, practitioners can strengthen 
their own approaches by examining the shortcomings of deficient 
audits. In litigation involving fraud, auditors can benefit by un­
derstanding the methods used to fraudulently misstate financial 
statements or to misappropriate assets and how those acts were 
hidden. Practitioners can then modify their audit procedures 
when appropriate. Of course, not all lawsuits against CPAs have 
merits. Research has shown that between 40 and 50 percent of all 
lawsuits against large accounting firms were dismissed or settled 
with no payments made by the auditors. As such, the profession 
lobbied hard for relief. That objective was achieved with the pas­
sage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (the 
Reform Act) or was it?
The Reform Act became effective on December 22, 1995, and it 
offered the promise of significant relief to the accounting profes­
sion from nonmeritorious class action securities lawsuits relating 
to publicly held entities.2 But what has been the effect of the Re­
form Act after roughly nineteen months? A statistical study of
2. In addition, the reporting responsibility o f auditors was expanded by the Act to in­
clude a requirement for auditor notification to the SEC of illegalities not appropri­
ately addressed by management. See appendix B for an excerpt from the Act, Auditor 
Disclosure of Corporate Fraud.
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that question has been conducted by Stanford University faculty 
and is available in its complete form (along with related filings, 
such as complaints, motions, and judicial opinions) on the Inter­
net at http://securities.stanford.edu/. Some of the more signifi­
cant findings are highlighted below:
• The to ta l vo lum e o f  litiga tion  is rela tively u n chan ged  s in ce th e 
p a ssa ge o f  th e  R eform  Act. Analysis of litigation activity 
through June 30, 1997, reveals that the overall number of 
securities class action suits appears to be roughly equivalent 
to the number prior to the Reform Act. In 1996, 150 is­
suers were sued, whereas data collected in the first six 
months of 1997 suggest an annualized total of 194 issuers 
sued in 1997. This falls within the annual range that ex­
isted prior to the Reform Act (approximately 153 to 220).
• State cou r t class a ction  secu rities f r a u d  litiga tion  aga in st p u b ­
licly  trad ed  issuers has taken on g r ea ter  s ign ifica n ce in  th e liti­
ga tion  process. The relative stability of the total volume of 
litigation obscures a significant shift of activity from federal 
to state court. It appears that plaintiffs’ counsel file state 
court complaints when the underlying facts appear to be 
insufficient to satisfy new, more stringent federal pleading 
requirements, or otherwise seek to avoid the substantive or 
procedural provisions of the Reform Act. In addition, a sig­
nificant shift has taken place in the kinds of defendants ap­
pearing in state litigation. Prior to the Reform Act, most 
state cases alleging fraudulent activity in connection with 
the purchase or sale of securities involved non-publicly 
traded securities. By contrast, the vast majority of state 
court class actions filed since the Reform Act involve secu­
rities that trade on national markets. These cases typically 
involve allegations that the price of the company’s securities 
was inflated due to misrepresentations or omissions affect­
ing transactions on national markets.
• P lain tiffs a re a lleg in g  a ccou n tin g  f r a u d  a n d  trad in g by in sid ­
ers m ore fr eq u en tly  than b efore th e R eform  Acts e ffe c t iv e  date. 
There has been a significant increase in the number of 
federal complaints alleging trading by insiders and a signif-
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icant increase in the number of cases alleging misrepresen­
tations or omissions in financial statements as the basis for 
liability. Approximately 59 percent of a sample of post-Re­
form Act federal complaints allege a misrepresentation or 
omission in financial statements. Allegations of misstated 
financial statements account for 67.4 percent of com­
plaints involving publicly traded companies. In sharp con­
trast, similar allegations are found in only 34 percent of 
pre-Reform Act cases. The relatively small number of cases 
that allege false forward-looking information as the sole 
basis for liability (only 6.5 percent of cases involving pub­
licly-traded companies) also suggests that the new pleading 
standards are affecting which actions plaintiffs are choos­
ing to file in federal court because these actions are much 
less likely to satisfy the heightened pleading standard.
• C om panies t en d  to b e su ed  a fter  la rg er  stock p r i c e  d eclin es. 
Prior to the Reform Act, the average stock price decline 
preceding the filing of a claim was about 19 percent. Dur­
ing 1996, the average decline in these cases jumped to 31 
percent.
• Technology com pan ies con tin u e to b e d isp roportiona tely  f r e ­
qu en t targets o f  litiga tion . The Reform Act has done little 
to change the percentage of defendants sued in securities 
fraud class actions in 1996 that are high technology issuers. 
High technology companies represent 34 percent of all is­
suers sued in federal court in that time period. That statis­
tic is not m aterially different from the pre-Reform Act 
experience. Alleged trading by insiders is particularly im­
portant in cases against high technology companies, ap­
pearing in 73 percent of those cases, but that statistic must 
be interpreted with caution because of the prevalence of 
option-based compensation in the high technology sector.
• In 1996, la rger com pan ies w ere b e in g  su ed  less fr eq u en tly  than  
before passage o f  th e R eform  Act. The average company sued 
in a federal securities fraud class action in 1996 had a mar­
ket capitalization of $529.3 million. Prior to the Reform 
Act, the average market capitalization was $2 billion. This
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decline appears to be attributable almost exclusively to a 
reduction in litigation naming issuers with market capital­
ization in excess of $5 billion. Prior to the Reform Act, 
these large corporations represented about 8.4 percent of 
federal court activity, but very few of these companies ap­
pear to have been sued in 1996. This new pattern in defen­
dant selection is consistent with the observation that the 
preponderance of post-Reform Act litigation involves alle­
gations of accounting irregularities and trading by insiders. 
Larger, more established firms are less likely sources for 
material accounting irregularities or statistically significant 
trading by insiders. Larger firms are therefore less likely to 
be named as defendants. That price pattern is also consis­
tent with a shift toward litigation targeting smaller issuers.
The complete text of this report, along with other information 
relative to the Reform Act can be found on the Internet at 
http: //securities.Stanford.edu/.
Illegal Acts Reporting Rule
What are the auditor's responsibilities under the SEC's Illegal 
Acts Reporting Rule?
The SEC has adopted modifications to the Section 10A reporting 
requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Under Sec­
tion 10A independent auditors are required to report to the en­
tity’s board of directors certain “uncorrected” illegal acts. Such acts 
must be reported to the board if  the following criteria are met:
1. The illega l act has a m aterial effect on the financial 
statements
2. Management has not taken timely and appropriate reme­
dial actions
3. Failure to take remedial action is reasonably expected to 
warrant either a qualified audit opinion or resignation 
from the engagement
If such notification is presented to the board, the board must no­
tify the SEC within one business day after it has received notifi­
18
cation from the auditors. If the board does not notify the SEC, 
the SEC’s reporting rule requires that the auditor must deliver the 
report to the SEC within one business day, whether or not the au­
ditor has resigned from the engagement.
Audit Issues and Developments
Client Fraud
Executive Summary
• Auditors should maintain an attitude of professional skepticism to­
ward the commission of fraud even when internal or external factors, 
on the surface, may suggest otherwise.
• Auditors should be familiar with the requirements of the new fraud 
Standard, SAS No. 82, Consideration o f  Fraud in a Financial State­
m en t Audit, which provides, among other things, that auditors 
specifically assess the risk of material misstatement due to fraud in 
every audit.
• To assist in the understanding and implementation of the new SAS, 
the AICPA has published Considering Fraud in a Financial Statement 
Audit: Practical Guidance fo r  Applying SAS No. 82; created a contin­
uing professional education course, Consideration o f  Fraud in a 
Financial Statement Audit: The Auditor’s Responsibilities Under the 
New SAS, and made additional information available at the AICPA 
Web Page, http://www.aicpa.org.
Is client fraud still a problem in times of economic prosperity? 
What are the auditor’s responsibilities to detect fraud under 
the new auditing Standard?
W hile there may be a greater likelihood for the existence of pres­
sures or incentives to commit fraud during recessionary periods, 
auditors should not become complacent by accepting the notion 
that little or no fraud will be perpetrated during periods of rela­
tive economic prosperity. Fraudulent acts can be and are commit­
ted in many different settings — for many different reasons. 
Auditors should not assess the risk of material misstatement due 
to fraud on the basis of preconceived notions, but rather on an 
individual assessment of risk factors unique to a given client. By
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way of example, assume that it has been widely reported that in­
vestment analysts have predicted earnings growth of 22 percent 
for micro-chip manufacturers. Further assume that an entity 
within that industry is, by its own historical measure, performing 
quite well, but below those forecasted expectations. As a result, 
that entity’s management may feel pressure to materially misstate 
its financial statements to keep pace with industry averages. This 
is just one example that demonstrates the importance of the audi­
tor maintaining an attitude of professional skepticism concerning 
the commission of fraud even when internal conditions (such as 
upward trends in the entity’s key financial ratios) or external con­
ditions (such as overall economic prosperity) may, on the surface, 
suggest otherwise. Auditors should also note that, along with 
client bankruptcy, fraud is one of the more common reasons for 
litigation against auditors.
For audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after 
December 15, 1997, auditors should comply with the guidance 
set forth under SAS No. 82, Consideration o f  F raud in  a  F inan cia l 
S tatem en t Audit. Issued in February 1997 by the Auditing Stan­
dards Board (ASB), the new Standard supersedes SAS No. 53, 
The A uditor’s R esponsibility to D etect a n d  R eport Errors a n d  Irregu ­
larities (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 316A)3 and 
amends SAS No. 47, A udit Risk a n d  M ateria lity in  C ondu ctin g an  
A udit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 312). It also 
amends SAS No. 1, C odifica tion  o f  A uditing Standards a n d  P roce­
dures, R espon sib ilities a n d  F un ction s o f  th e In d ep en d en t A uditor 
(AICPA, P ro fess ion a l S tandards , vol. 1, AU sec. 110) and D ue 
Care in th e P erform an ce o f  Work (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 1, AU sec. 230).
Specifically, the new Standard —
• Describes two types of misstatements that are relevant to 
the auditor’s consideration in a financial statement audit: 
misstatements arising from fraudulent financial reporting; 
and misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets.
3. A comparison of the requirements o f SAS No. 53 with those of SAS No. 82 is pre­
sented in appendix A of the Audit Risk Alert —  1997/98.
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• Requires the auditor to specifically assess the risk of mater­
ial misstatement due to fraud on every audit and provides 
categories of fraud risk factors that the auditor should con­
sider in making that assessment. It provides examples of 
fraud risk factors that, when present, might indicate the 
presence of fraud.
• Offers guidance on how the auditor may respond to the re­
sults of the assessment.
• Reaffirms the requirement that the auditor communicate 
known instances of fraud to an appropriate level of man­
agement and the audit committee and, under certain cir­
cumstances, appropriate regulators4.
• Provides guidance on the evaluation of test results as they 
relate to the risk of material misstatements due to fraud.
• Requires the auditor to document evidence of the perfor­
mance of the assessment including risk factors identified as 
present and the auditor’s response thereto.
In an effort to assist auditors in the understanding and implemen­
tation of SAS No. 82, the AICPA has undertaken the following:
• Issued C on sid er in g F raud in  a  F in an cia l S ta tem en t A udit: 
P ra ctica l G uidance f o r  A pplying SAS No. 82 (product no. 
008883SM). This AICPA publication provides nonauthor­
itative guidance to practitioners on considering fraud in 
financial statement audits. This publication provides imple­
mentation guidance, industry-specific risk factors (along 
with suggested audit responses) and various practice aids 
(audit procedures, sample workpaper documentation, and 
engagement and representation letters). Additionally, the 
AICPA publishes a pamphlet designed to explain the re­
quirements of SAS No. 82 to audit clients titled The Audi­
tor's R esponsibility f o r  D etectin g F raud (product no. 06067).
4. See appendix B o f the Audit Risk A lert—  1997/98 for the relevant excerpt from the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 —  Auditor Disclosure of Corpo­
rate Fraud.
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• Created a continuing professional education course, Con­
sideration  o f  F raud in a F inan cia l S ta tem en t Audit: The Au­
d i to r s  R esponsib ilities U nder SAS No. 82. This course has 
been published and is available in both seminar and self- 
study versions. A CD-ROM version will be available soon.
• Developed a speech outline of SAS No. 82, along with a 
comparison of SAS No. 82 and SAS No. 53 and details on 
upcoming conferences on the new SAS. These are available 
on the AICPA Web Page, http://www.aicpa.org.
Inventory Valuation
What issues face auditors in the area of inventory valuation for 
high-technology clients?
Inventory valuation is always a concern in high-technology enter­
prises. The following are some of the factors that make it even 
more important this year.
• Rapid changes in a product’s design may have an adverse 
impact on some entities, such as the shift from analog to 
digital systems.
• The Telecommunications Act will continue to increase the 
need for rapid product innovation.
• The possible slowdown in sales of PCs to the Asian and Pa­
cific Rim markets may have an adverse impact on compo­
nent and peripheral manufacturers as well as PC makers. 
Since these products are built before the PCs sold, the 
slowdown may cause production levels to outpace con­
sumer demand.
• Given the highly competitive nature of the industry, some 
entities may be unable to conduct adequate market research 
studies and thus may release new products prematurely.
Given the speed of technological advances and the highly com­
petitive environment of the high-technology industry, rapid in­
ventory obsolescence, such as that occurring in the circumstances 
described above, is commonplace. Products are typically suscepti­
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ble to frequent changes intended to upgrade their performance. 
Product life cycles may be short and competitive products with 
superior price and performance can quickly enter the market­
place. In this environment, auditors should consider whether the 
value at which inventories are carried is appropriate. Auditors 
may find that increased use of quantitative analyses can be an ef­
ficient and effective way to determine whether inventory 
amounts and trends seem plausible given a particular set of cir­
cumstances. Factors that should be considered include expected 
future demand for the product and anticipated technological ad­
vancements that render existing inventories obsolete or signifi­
cantly diminish their value. In making inventory obsolescence 
evaluations auditors may consider reviewing sales forecasts pre­
pared by management and comparing them to industry associa­
tion statistics to assess their reasonableness. The “Information 
Sources” section at the end of this Audit Risk Alert contains the 
names of several such industry associations.
The Year 2000 (Y2K) Issue
Executive Summary
• Unless corrective actions are taken, the year 2000 may cause account­
ing and financial information systems to produce inaccurate date 
related output.
• The Audit Issues Task Force will, before year end, issue guidance on 
the auditor’s responsibility to detect year 2000 issues; audit planning 
considerations; and the circumstances under which year 2000 issues 
may constitute reportable conditions.
• Auditors may wish to include references to the year 2000 issue in 
their engagement and management letters.
• Auditors should consider client accounting for the year 2000 issues 
pursuant to such pronouncements as EITF Issue No. 96-14; SOPs 
81-1, 91-1, and 94-6; ARB 43; and FASB Statement Nos. 5, 48, 
86, and 121. For publicly held entities, SEC rules and regulations 
should be considered.
• Auditors should be alert to the litigation threats that may arise from 
the year 2000 issue.
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How will the arrival of the year 2000 affect your audit clients 
accounting and financial information systems? What issues 
need to be addressed this year?
The majority of computer programs in use today have been de­
signed to store dates in the dd/mm/yy(date/month/year) format, 
thus allowing only two digits for each date component. For exam­
ple, the date December 31, 1997, is stored in most computers as 
12/31/97. Inherent in programming for dates in this manner is 
the assumption that the designation “97” refers to the year 1997. 
Initially developed as a cost-saving technique, this long-standing 
practice of using two-digit year input fields will cause many com­
puters to treat the entry “00” as 1900. Therefore, such programs 
will recognize the date January 1, 2000 (01/01/00) as January 1, 
1900! Unless remedied, significant problems relating to the in­
tegrity of all information based on time will then arise. Inventory- 
control systems might treat new items as obsolete, receivables may 
be erroneously identified as past due, interest calculations will be 
incorrect, paid-up insurance policies may be considered expired, 
and computerized equipment-maintenance schedules will be ad­
versely affected, as will expiration dates for credit cards and peri­
odical subscriptions and so on. To further complicate the issue, 
even if  an entity’s computer software and hardware have been 
modified to resolve the problem, the entity may be affected by the 
computer systems of customers, vendors, or third-party data-pro- 
cessing services that have made no such modifications. In one cur­
rent situation, a major credit card issuer had to recall its cards 
when expiration dates for the year 2000 and beyond were rejected 
by retailers’ systems.
How widespread is the problem? It is currently estimated that less 
than 35 percent of North American businesses have addressed this 
issue in any substantive manner. Europe may be even further be­
hind, with less than 10 percent of organizations actively seeking 
solutions. The cost of modifying systems to correctly accept the 
“00” entry as the year 2000 approaches is expected to be very sig­
nificant. Preliminary estimates indicate that worldwide costs could 
total hundreds of billions of dollars over the next several years.
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W hat are the auditor’s responsibilities in this area? The AICPA’s 
Audit Issues Task Force (AITF) of the ASB will soon issue a series 
of Interpretations of the Auditing Standards to explain just that. 
The Interpretations address three questions:
1. Does the auditor of financial statements have a responsi­
bility to detect the year 2000 issue?
2. How does the year 2000 issue affect the planning for an 
audit of financial statements?
3. Under what circumstances is the year 2000 issue a re­
portable condition?
Even in situations in which, in the auditor’s judgment, the year 
2000 issue is not a reportable condition (and even when the ef­
fects of the problem have not been detected), auditors are en­
couraged to discuss the issue with their audit clients.
SAS No. 83, E stab lish in g an  U ndersta nd in g W ith th e  C lien t 
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 310) requires au­
ditors to obtain an understanding with the client regarding the 
service to be performed, including the objectives and limitations 
of an audit of financial statements (see the “New Auditing and 
Attestation Pronouncements” section of this Audit Risk Alert). 
Auditors may wish to specifically address the year 2000 issue in 
connection with obtaining that understanding and may consider 
adding language such as the following to their engagement letter:
Because many computerized systems use only two digits to 
record the year in date fields (for example, the year 1998 is 
recorded as 98), such systems may not be able to accurately 
process dates ending in the year 2000 and after. The effects of 
this issue will vary from system to system and may adversely af­
fect an entity’s operations as well as its ability to prepare finan­
cial statements.
An audit of financial statements conducted in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards is not designed to detect 
whether the entity’s systems are year-2000-compliant. Further, 
we have no responsibility with regard to the Company’s efforts 
to make its information systems year-2000-compliant. These are 
responsibilities of the Company’s management. However, we
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may choose to communicate matters that come to our attention 
relating to the year 2000 issue for the benefit of management.
The auditor also may wish to consider whether year-2000-related 
problems should be highlighted in his or her management com­
ment letters. Through inquiries of client personnel, the auditor 
may obtain information regarding the client’s understanding of 
the year 2000 issue and, if  applicable, the progress of its year 
2000 compliance efforts. The auditor may wish to communicate 
to senior management and the audit committee the results of 
such inquiries and any observations regarding the year 2000. 
However, auditors should be cautious in these communications 
not to imply an assumption of assuring year 2000 compliance. Il­
lustrative language that auditors may want to add to their man­
agement letters regarding the year 2000 issue can be found in 
appendix C of the A udit Risk A lert —  1997/1998.
Depending on the company’s reliance on date-dependent pro­
cessing and the state of preparedness for the year 2000, the audi­
tor also may want to address certain other situations relating to 
the year 2000 issue in his or her management letter. Some of 
these situations may be that —
• The client has not begun to address the year 2000 issue.
• The client recognizes the issue but needs to develop a year 
2000 compliance program.
• The client recognizes the issue but needs to assess the effect 
of the year 2000 issue on its systems.
• The client needs to consider the budget and resource im­
plications of the plan.
• The client is not currently meeting its year 2000 compli­
ance project’s timetables.
• The client purchases software from vendors and believes 
the year 2000 issue does not affect it.
Auditors should consider whether costs associated with their 
clients’ modifications of computer systems pursuant to the year 
2000 issue have been properly accounted for. The FASB’s Emerg­
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ing Issues Task Force (EITF) has considered this matter in EITF 
Issue No. 96-14, A ccoun ting f o r  th e Costs A ssociated w ith  M od ify ­
in g  C om puter Software f o r  th e Year 2000. This issue addresses ac­
counting for the external and internal costs specifically associated 
with the modification of internal-use computer software for the 
year 2000. The issue does not address purchases of hardware or 
software that replace existing software that is not year-2000-com­
pliant, nor does it address impairment or amortization issues re­
lating to existing assets. The task force reached a consensus that 
external and internal costs specifically associated with modifying 
internal-use software for the year 2000 should be charged to ex­
pense as incurred. SEC staff has agreed with the EITF consensus.
In some circumstances, the year 2000 issue may render certain 
client assets (such as computer hardware and software) obsolete 
or inoperable. Accordingly, auditors may wish to consider 
whether the client has properly accounted for such events by ap­
propriately adjusting useful lives, residual values or both, or rec­
ognizing impairment losses pursuant to the guidelines set forth 
under FASB Statement No. 121.
Other issues to be considered include the following:
• Revenue recognition principles for software transactions 
are set forth in AICPA Statement of Position (SOP) 91-1, 
Softw are R evenu e R ecogn ition . This pronouncement soon 
will be replaced with SOP 97-2, Software R evenue R ecogn i­
tion  (see the “New SOP — Software Recognition” section 
of this Audit Risk Alert), that will provide guidance on the 
timing of revenue recognition in arrangements that may 
include the presence of specific factors, including un­
certainty of customer acceptance; customer cancellation 
privileges; and multiple elements, including upgrades and 
enhancements and postcontract customer support. Entities 
should be aware that the year 2000 issue could affect one or 
more of these factors and have an unexpected effect on fu­
ture revenue recognition.
• The year 2000 issue may create product warranty and 
product defect liability and product returns issues for soft-
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ware and hardware vendors. These vendors should con­
sider FASB Statement No. 5, A ccoun ting f o r  C ontingencies 
(FASB, C urren t Text, vol. 1, sec. C 59 .130 -.1 32 ), para­
graphs 24—26 if there are product warranty or product de­
fect liability issues and FASB Statement No. 48, R evenu e 
R eco gn ition  W hen R igh t o f  R eturn  Exists (FASB, C urren t 
Text, vol. 1, sec. R75), for the product returns issue.
• Software developers should evaluate arrangements to ad­
dress the year 2000 issue for other entities for a fee that are 
being accounted for under SOP 81-1, A ccoun tin g f o r  P er­
fo rm a n c e  o f  C onstruction-Type a n d  C ertain P roduction-T ype 
Contracts. For any contract expected to result in a loss, the 
vendor should record a provision for the entire loss in the 
period in which it becomes evident.
• FASB Statement No. 86, A ccoun ting f o r  th e Costs o f  Com­
p u t e r  S o ftw a re to B e Sold, Leased, o r  O th erw ise M ark eted  
(FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. Co2), is the authoritative 
Standard on accounting for costs incurred to produce or 
purchase software that is to be sold, leased, or otherwise 
marketed. O nly certain costs qualify for capitalization 
under this Standard. Most are classified as intangible as­
sets, but some qualify as inventory costs. In accordance 
with the guidance in that Statement, a write-down or an 
acceleration of amortization may be necessary if estimated 
future gross sales are lower than expected because of the 
year 2000 issue.
• Inventories of storage media (such as disks) that are not 
year-2000-compliant would be subject to the lower of cost 
or market test described in Accounting Research Bulletin 
(ARB) 43, R estatem ent a n d  R evision o f  A ccoun ting Research 
Bulletins, chapter 4, paragraph 8.
• In addition to the disclosure requirements under the pro­
nouncements mentioned in the preceding section, practi­
tioners should be aware of the requirements of SOP 94-6. 
Although the need for disclosure by an entity depends on 
facts and circumstances, disclosure may be required in
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such areas as impairment or amortization of capitalized 
software costs, inventory valuation, long-term-contract ac­
counting, or litigation. In addition, SAS No. 59 discusses 
the disclosure requirements when there are going concern 
issues. However, generally accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP) do not require disclosure of the costs to make sys­
tems year-2000-compliant.
Auditors of publicly held companies should consider the SEC’s dis­
closure requirements. In August 1997, the SEC staff issued a re­
vised speech outline, titled C urren t F in an cia l R eportin g  a n d  
Disclosure Issues a n d  Rulemaking Projects o f  th e D ivision o f  Corpora­
tion  F inance. Although not authoritative, staff speeches provide 
valuable insight into the SEC staff’s thinking on a particular matter 
and their approach toward resolving registrant issues. The SEC 
Web site, www.sec.gov, contains the complete text of staff speeches.
Auditors should also be aware of the potential legal threat relating 
to year 2000 issues. Some litigation consultants have indicated 
that lawsuits against corporate officers, directors, and others will 
begin before the year 2000 over their failure to recognize and 
remedy the problem. Some clients may be ignorant as to these 
matters. Others may underestimate the magnitude of the prob­
lem. Those who mistakenly believe that these problems should be 
addressed and resolved as part of the audit process are most likely 
to seek legal recourse if that outcome is not achieved. In addition, 
auditors may wish to educate their clients on this new challenge 
and its implications. Auditors may wish to incorporate these is­
sues in the engagement letter by outlining the responsibilities of 
the both the client and the auditor. Thus, auditors advising the 
client and planning ahead may deter any potential dispute with 
the client while at the same time offering the opportunity of help­
ing their clients understand the seriousness of the problem and 
identifying resources that may be needed to address the issues.
Additional information relating to the year 2000 issue is available 
on the Internet at the following Web sites:
• Year 2000 home page —  http://www.year2000.com
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• Year 2000 Technical Audit Center page of AuditServe — 
http://www.auditserve.com
• AuditNet Year 2000 Resources for Auditors — http://users. 
aol.com/auditnet/y2kaudit.htm
• AICPA Web site — http://www.aicpa.org (An AICPA 
publication detailing the specific Y2K issues of concern to 
the profession is expected to be made available at this site 
in the near future.)
Research and Development Arrangements
What should auditors be aware of with regard to research and 
development arrangements?
As a result of their need to fund substantial amounts of research 
and development (R&D) costs, high-technology enterprises fre­
quently enter into a variety of legal arrangements that may in­
clude debt-and-equity interests as well as contracts to provide 
R&D services for others. FASB Statement No. 68, Research a n d  
D evelopm en t A rrangem ents (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. R55), 
specifies how companies should account for their obligations 
under arrangements for the funding of R&D for others. Auditors 
of high-technology enterprises should obtain an understanding of 
the facts and circumstances surrounding such arrangements, 
including the relationships among the parties involved, and con­
sider the propriety of their clients’ accounting for such arrange­
ments in light of that understanding.
Loans o r  A dvan ces to  O th er Parties. R&D arrangements some­
times call for extending loans or advances to another party. FASB 
Statement No. 68 states: “If repayment to the enterprise of any 
loan or advance by the enterprise to the other parties depends 
solely on the results of the [R&D] having future economic bene­
fit, the loan or advance shall be accounted for as costs incurred by 
the enterprise. The costs shall be charged to [R&D] expense un­
less the loan or advance to the other parties can be identified as 
relating to some other activity, for example, marketing or adver­
tising, in which case the costs shall be accounted for according to
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their nature.” Auditors should consider the propriety of their 
clients’ accounting for such loans.
Issuan ce o f  Warrants o r  S im ilar Instrum ents. R&D arrange­
ments sometimes also involve the issuance of warrants or similar 
instruments. FASB Statement No. 68 requires that the portion of 
the proceeds representing fair value of such instruments at the 
date of the arrangement be reported as paid-in capital rather than 
as revenue. Auditors should be alert to the issuance of warrants 
and similar instruments in connection with such arrangements 
and evaluate carefully their clients’ accounting, particularly the 
determination of the amount of the proceeds deemed to repre­
sent fair value and allocable to paid-in capital.
O bligation is a L iability to Repay O ther Parties. FASB State­
ment No. 68 specifies that the enterprises must determine 
whether they are obligated only to perform contractual R&D for 
others, or whether they are otherwise obligated. To the extent the 
enterprises are obligated to repay the other parties regardless of 
the outcome of the R&D, they should record liabilities and ex­
pense R&D costs as incurred. To conclude that a liability to repay 
the other party does not exist, the transfer of risk related to the 
R&D must be substantive and genuine. FASB Statement No. 68 
and SEC SAB No. 63 (Topic 50 ) ,  Research and  D evelopm ent 
Arrangements, provide further guidance on assessing whether 
such risk transfers have occurred and provide examples of condi­
tions leading to the presumption that the enterprise will repay the 
other party, whether contractually obligated to or not.
As part of the overall effort to reduce the budget deficit, federal 
grants to the academic and scientific communities, earmarked for 
R&D, may be reduced or eliminated. The impact of such legisla­
tion on the operations of high-technology enterprises may be 
beneficial or detrimental, depending on the type of R&D 
arrangement in which the company is involved. If, for example, a 
high-technology audit client contracts for others to perform 
R&D, a reduction in federal subsidies may increase the costs of 
such contracts to the client. Conversely, if  the client provides 
R&D to others, such reductions could drive up the client’s R&D-
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related revenue. Auditors should be aware of the final provisions 
of such legislation and its impact on the entity being audited.
Electronic Evidence
Is there any guidance to assist auditors in following the 
“paperless” audit trail?
Because of such issues as the continuing expansion of Internet 
commerce, the ubiquitous computer storing and processing ac­
counting and other financial data, Electronic Data Interchange, 
and Image Processing systems, auditors are increasingly con­
fronted with evaluating evidential matter that may exist only in 
an electronic format. In these situations, traditional source docu­
ments, such as purchase orders, invoices and checks issued, have 
been replaced by electronic communications between the audit 
client and its customers or vendors.
SAS No. 80, A m endm en t to SAS No. 31, E v id en tia l M a tter  
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 326) which was is­
sued in December 1996 and became effective for engagements 
beginning on or after January 1, 1997, provides guidance to au­
ditors who have been engaged to audit the financial statements of 
an entity that transmits, processes, maintains, or accesses signifi­
cant information electronically.
When audit evidence exists only in electronic form the SAS pro­
vides that —
• Consideration should be given to when electronic infor­
mation will be available in determining the nature, timing, 
and extent of substantive audit procedures because elec­
tronic evidence that is not maintained or “backed up” may 
be irretrievable after a certain period of time.
• Sole reliance upon substantive procedures to reduce detec­
tion risk to an acceptable level may not be possible in 
certain situations where significant information is trans­
mitted, processed, maintained, or accessed electronically. 
Accordingly, performing tests of controls to obtain evi­
dence when assessing control risk is appropriate.
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A common misconception associated with SAS No. 80 is that it 
requires auditors to perform tests of controls for computer 
systems that handle material transactions. This is not a require­
ment of the SAS, but rather, a matter left to the auditor’s pro­
fessional judgment. SAS No. 80 does indicate that in certain 
circumstances, where evidential matter exists in electronic form, 
the auditor may determine that it would not be practical or pos­
sible to reduce detection risk to an acceptable level by perform­
ing only substantive tests. SAS No. 80 provides that in such 
circumstances, the auditor should perform tests of controls to 
support an assessed level of control risk below the maximum for 
affected assertions.
The AICPA Auditing Procedure Study (APS), The In form ation  
Technology Age: E vid en tia l M atter in  th e E lectron ic E nvironm en t 
provides auditors with nonauthoritative guidance on implement­
ing SAS No. 80. The APS describes electronic evidence and its 
implications. Two case studies are presented to illustrate the ways 
in which an auditor might approach auditing an entity if  the elec­
tronic environment and the use of information technology signif­
icantly affects information and transactions. The audit strategies 
and related procedures described present how an auditor might 
address electronic evidence in a particular engagement. Other rel­
evant Auditing Procedure Studies include A udit Im p lica tion s o f  
E lectron ic D ata In ter ch an ge  and A udit Im p lica tion s o f  E lectron ic 
D ocum en t M anagem ent.
Auditing Investments
What guidance should be followed when auditing investments 
in debt and equity securities?
In December 1996, the ASB issued SAS No. 81, A uditin g In ­
vestm en ts (AICPA, P ro fessiona l S tandards, vol. 1, AU sec. 332). 
This new SAS supersedes SAS No. 1, C od ifica tion  o f  A ud itin g  
Standards a n d  P rocedu res (AICPA, Professiona l Standards, vol. 1, 
AU sec. 332, “Long-Term Investments”). SAS No. 81 provides 
guidance for investments accounted for under FASB Statement 
No. 113, A ccounting f o r  Certain Investm ents in D ebt a n d  Equity Se­
curities (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1 , I80), FASB Statement No. 124,
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A ccoun ting f o r  Certain Investm ents H eld by N ot-for-P rofit O rgani­
zations (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 2, No5), as well as Accounting 
Principles Board (APB) Opinion 18, The Equity M eth od  o f  Ac­
co u n tin g  f o r  In vestm en ts in  C om m on Stock (FASB, C urren t Text, 
vol. 1, sec. I82). It also deletes Interpretation No. 1 of SAS No. 1 
(AICPA, P rofessiona l S tandards, vol. 1, AU sec. 332 “Evidential 
Matter for the Carrying Amount of Marketable Securities”).
Specifically, the new SAS —
• Updates the auditing literature for recently issued account­
ing standards related to investments in securities. The SAS 
offers guidance for auditing the existence, ownership, com­
pleteness, and valuation assertions for investments.
• Provides guidance for auditing management’s intent re­
garding an investment and an entity’s ability to hold a debt 
security to maturity.
• Contains guidance for evaluating other than temporary 
impairment conditions. It also makes clear that it is man­
agement’s responsibility to evaluate whether such a condi­
tion exists.
• Leaves relatively unchanged the guidance for auditing in­
vestments accounted for under the equity method of ac­
counting specified under AU section 332.
SAS No. 81 is effective for audits of financial statements for pe­
riods ending on or after December 13, 1997, with early applica­
tion permitted.
The Internet —  An Auditor’s Research Tool
Can auditors use the Internet to perform more efficient audits?
If used appropriately, the Internet can be a valuable tool for audi­
tors. Through the Internet, auditors can access a wide variety of 
global business information. For example, information is available 
relating to SEC filings, professional news, state CPA society infor­
mation, Internal Revenue Service information, software down­
loads, university research materials, currency exchange rates,
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stock prices, annual reports,5 legislative and regulatory initiatives. 
Not only are such materials accessible from the computer, but 
they are available at any time, free of charge.
Some resources provide direct information while others may sim­
ply point to information inside and outside of the Internet. Audi­
tors can use the Internet to —
• Obtain audit and accounting research information.
• Obtain texts such as audit programs.
• Discuss audit issues with peers.
• Communicate with audit clients.
• Obtain information on professional associations.
There are some caveats to keep in mind when using the Internet. 
Remember that reliability varies considerably. Some information 
on the Internet has not been reviewed or checked for accuracy, 
therefore be cautious when accessing data from unknown or 
questionable sources. While there is a vast amount of information 
available on the Internet, much of it may be of little of no value 
to auditors. Accordingly, auditors should learn to use search en­
gines effectively to m inimize the amount of time browsing 
through useless information. The Internet is best used in tandem 
with other research tools, because it is unlikely that all desired re­
search can be conducted solely from Internet sources.
Some Web sites that may provide valuable information to audi­
tors are listed in the following table:
Name o f  Site Content Internet Address
A m erican  Institute  
o f  C ertified  Public  
A ccountants
Sum m aries o f  recent 
auditing  and other  
professional standards as 




5. See the discussion in the New Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements section of 
this Alert relating to the Auditing Interpretation No. 8, entitled Other Information in 
Electronic Sites Containing Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Stan­
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9550).
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Name o f  Site Content Internet Address
Financial A ccou nting  
Standards Board
Sum m aries o f  recent 
accounting p ro nou nce­
m ents and oth er FASB  
activities
http://www.fasb.org
Sem icond uctor Industry  
A ssociation
Sem icond uctor ind ustry  
news, in fo rm ation  and  
publications
http://www.sem ichips.org
A m erican  Electronics 
A ssociation
Electronics ind ustry  
statistics, press releases, 
research and publications
http://www.aeanet.org
Telecom m unications  




CPAs W eek ly  
N ews U pdate
A n  electronic new sletter 
w ith  topics o f  interest to  
accountants and auditors
http://www.hbpp.com/  
weekup/w eekup.h tm l
A ud itN et E lectronic com m unica­




C P A net Links to o th er W eb  sites 
o f  interest to  CPAs
h ttp : //w w w .cpalinks.com/
G uide to  W W W  fo r  
Research and A ud iting
Basic instructions on  how  
to  use the W eb  as an 
auditing  research too l
h ttp ://ww w. tetran et.net/ 
users/gaostl/guide.htm
A c c o u n ta n t's H om e Page Resources fo r accountants  
and financial and  
business professionals
h ttp : //w w w .com putercpa. 
com/
D ouble Entries A  w eek ly new sletter on  
accounting and auditing  




In ternet B ulletin  
fo r CPAs
C P A  tool fo r In ternet 
sites, discussion groups, 





New Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements
Executive Summary
New Auditing Standards include —
• SAS No. 83, Establishing an Understanding With the Client,
• SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Audi­
tors, and
• SAS No. 85, M anagement Representations.
SAS No. 83, and Statement on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements (SSAE) No. 7, Establishing an Understanding 
With the Client
In October 1997, the ASB issued SAS No. 83, and SSAE No. 7, Es­
tablish ing an Understanding With the C lient. The SAS and SSAE —
• Require the practitioner to establish an understanding 
with the client that includes the objectives of the engage­
ment, the responsibilities of management and the auditor, 
and any limitations of the engagement.
• Require the practitioner to document the understanding 
with the client in the workpapers, preferably through a 
written communication with the client.
• Provide guidance for situations in which the practitioner 
believes that an understanding w ith the client has not 
been established.
The SAS also identifies specific matters that ordinarily would be 
addressed in the understanding w ith the client, and other 
contractual matters an auditor might wish to include in the un­
derstanding. SAS No. 83 and SSAE No. 7 are effective for en­
gagements for periods ending on or after June 15, 1998. Earlier 
application is permitted.
SAS No. 84, Communications Between Predecessor and 
Successor Auditors
In October 1997, the ASB issued SAS No. 84, C om m unica tions 
B etw een  P red ecessor a n d  Successor A uditors (AICPA, P ro fessiona l
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Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 315). This Statement provides guid­
ance on communications between predecessor and successor au­
ditors when a change of auditors is in process or has taken place. 
It also provides communications guidance when possible mis­
statements are discovered in financial statements reported on by a 
predecessor auditor. The SAS applies whenever an independent 
auditor is considering accepting an engagement to audit or reau­
dit financial statements in accordance with generally accepted au­
diting standards (GAAS), and after such auditor has been 
appointed to perform such an engagement. SAS No. 84 will be 
effective with respect to acceptance of an engagement after March 
31, 1998. Earlier application is permitted.
SAS No. 85, Management Representations
The ASB issued SAS No. 85, M anagem en t Representations (AICPA, 
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 333) in November 1997. The 
SAS establishes a requirement that an independent auditor, per­
forming an audit in accordance with GAAS, obtain written repre­
sentations from management for all financial statements and 
periods covered by the auditor's report. Additionally, the SAS pro­
vides guidance concerning the representations to be obtained. An 
illustrative management representation letter is included in the 
Statement. SAS No. 85 w ill be effective for audits of financial 
statements for periods ending on or after June 30, 1998. Earlier 
application is permitted.
New Auditing and Attestation Interpretations
Executive Summary
New Auditing Interpretations include —
• Other Information in Electronic Sites Containing Audited Financial 
Statements, an interpretation of SAS No. 8, Other Information in 
Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements.
• Use o f  Explanatory Language Concerning Unasserted Possible Claims or 
Assessments in Lawyers’ Responses to Audit Inquiry Letters an interpre­
tation of SAS No. 12, Inquiry o f  a Client’s Lawyer Concerning Litiga­
tion, Claims, and  Assessments.
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• Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures to All, or Substantially All, o f  the El­
ements, Accounts, or Items o f  a Financial Statement, an Interpretation 
of SAS No. 75, Engagements to Apply Agreed-Upon Procedures to Spec­
ified  Elements, Accounts, or Items o f  a Financial Statement.
• Evaluating the Adequacy o f  Disclosure in F inancial Statements Pre­
pared  on the Cash, M odified Cash, or Income Tax Basis o f  Accounting, 
an Interpretation of SAS No. 62, Special Reports.
• Amended Interpretation No. 1, Specific Procedures Performed by the 
Other Auditor at the Principal Auditor’s Request, of AU section 543, 
Part o f  Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors.
Attestation Interpretation — Reporting on an Entity’s Internal Control 
over Financial Reporting, an interpretation of AT section 400.
AITF Advisory — Reporting on the Computation o f  Earnings Per Share.
The AITF of the ASB has issued new auditing Interpretations, an 
attestation Interpretation and amended an existing auditing In­
terpretation. All are discussed in the following paragraphs. Inter­
pretations are issued by the AITF to provide timely guidance on 
the application of ASB pronouncements and are reviewed by the 
ASB. An Interpretation is not as authoritative as a pronounce­
ment of the ASB; however, practitioners should be aware that 
they may have to justify departures from an Interpretation if the 
quality of their work is questioned.
A ud itin g  In terp re ta tion s. “Other Information in Electronic Sites 
Containing Audited Financial Statements” (AICPA, Professional 
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9550.16—.18) is a new Interpretation of 
SAS No. 8, O ther In form ation  in D ocum ents C on ta in ing A udited  
F inan cia l S tatem ents. It explains the auditor’s responsibility for 
other information in an electronic site, such as a company loca­
tion on the World Wide Web on the Internet, when a client puts 
its audited financial statements and accompanying auditor’s re­
port on the site. The Interpretation states that electronic sites are 
a means of distribution and are not documents, as that term is 
used in SAS No. 8. Thus, auditors are not required by SAS No. 8 
to read information contained in electronic sites or to consider 
the consistency of other information in electronic sites with the 
original documents.
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Auditors may be asked by their clients to render professional ser­
vices about information in electronic sites. Such services, which 
might take different forms, are not contemplated by SAS No. 8. 
Other auditing or attestation standards may apply, for example, 
agreed-upon procedures pursuant to SAS No. 75, E ngagem ents to 
Apply A greed-U pon P rocedu res to S p ecified  Elements, A ccounts, o r  
Item s o f  a F in a n cia l S ta tem en t (AICPA, P ro fess ion a l Standards, 
vol. 1, AU sec. 622) or SSAE No. 4, A greed-U pon P rocedures En­
ga g em en ts  (AICPA, P ro fessiona l Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 600) 
depending on the nature of the service requested.
The AITF issued an auditing Interpretation of SAS No. 12, In ­
qu iry o f  a C lien t’s L awyer C on cern in g L itigation, Claims, a n d  As­
sessments (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 337), in 
January 1997, entitled “Use of Explanatory Language Concern­
ing Unasserted Possible Claims or Assessments in Lawyers’ Re­
sponses to Audit Inquiry Letters” (AICPA, Professional Standards, 
vol. 1, AU sec. 9337 .31-.32). The Interpretation indicates that 
the inclusion of certain explanatory comments to emphasize the 
preservation of the attorney-client privilege, in responses by 
lawyers to audit inquiry letters, does not result in an audit scope 
lim itation. The Interpretation also reminds auditors of the re­
quirement in SAS No. 12 to obtain the lawyer’s acknowledgment 
of his or her responsibility to advise and consult with the client 
concerning financial statement disclosure obligations for un­
asserted possible claims or assessments.
The AITF has issued an auditing Interpretation, A pplying A greed- 
Upon Procedures to All, o r Substantially All, o f  th e Elements, Accounts, 
o r Item s o f  a F inancia l Statement, of SAS No. 75.
The Interpretation notes that SAS No. 75 defines what consti­
tutes a specified element, account or item of a financial statement 
(accounting information that is “a part of, but significantly less 
than, a financial statement”). In issuing SAS No. 75, the ASB did 
not intend to limit the number of elements, accounts or items to 
which agreed-upon procedures are applied. Procedures may be 
applied to all, or substantially all, of the elements, accounts or 
items of a financial statement, and the procedures may be as lim­
ited or as extensive as the specified users desire.
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If a report on applying agreed-upon procedures to specific ele­
ments, accounts or items of a financial statement is presented 
along with financial statements, the accountant also should fol­
low the guidance in footnote 15 in AU section 622 for his or 
her responsibility pertaining to the financial statements. The 
Interpretation appears in the November 1997 issue of the J o u r ­
n a l o f  A ccountancy.
The AITF also amended Interpretation No. 1, S pecific P rocedures 
P erfo rm ed  by th e O ther A uditor a t th e P rin cipa l A uditors Request, 
of AU section 543, Part o f  A udit P er fo rm ed  by O ther Ind ep end en t 
Auditors. The Interpretation was amended to remove the refer­
ence to AU section 622, when the other auditor is asked to report 
in writing to the principal auditor on the results of procedures 
undertaken on behalf of the principal auditor. The agreed-upon 
procedures guidance was considered to be too restrictive and in­
appropriate in the circumstances. Auditors are now advised to 
“report the findings solely for the use of the principal auditor.”
The AITF has issued an auditing Interpretation, E valuating th e 
A dequacy o f  D isclosu re in  F in a n cia l S ta tem en ts P repa red  on th e  
Cash, M od ified  Cash, o r  In com e Tax Basis o f  A ccounting, of SAS 
No. 62, Special Reports.
The Interpretation applies to cash, modified cash and income tax 
basis presentations. It addresses the summary of significant ac­
counting policies; disclosures for financial statement items that 
are the same as, or similar to, those in GAAP statements; issues 
relating to financial statement presentation; and disclosure of 
matters not specifically identified on the face of the statements. 
The Interpretation contains examples of how Other Comprehen­
sive Basis of Accounting (OCBOA) disclosures, including presen­
tation, may differ from those in GAAP financial statements.
The Interpretation states that the discussion of the basis of ac­
counting needs to include only the significant differences from 
GAAP, and that quantifying differences is not required.
If cash, modified cash, or income tax basis financial statements 
contain elements, accounts, or items for which GAAP would re­
quire disclosure, the statements either should provide the relevant
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GAAP disclosure or provide information that communicates the 
substance of that disclosure. Qualitative information may be sub­
stituted for some of the quantitative information required in a 
GAAP presentation. GAAP disclosure requirements that are not 
relevant to the measurement of the element, account, or item 
need not be considered.
Cash, modified cash, and income tax statements should comply 
with GAAP requirements that apply to the presentation of finan­
cial statements or provide information that communicates the 
substance of those requirements. The substance of GAAP presen­
tation requirements may be communicated using qualitative in­
formation and without modifying the financial statement format. 
Several examples illustrate how this guidance may be applied.
Finally, if  GAAP would require disclosure of other matters such 
as contingent liabilities, going concern, and significant risks and 
uncertainties, the auditor should consider the need for that same 
disclosure or disclosure that communicates the substance of 
those requirements. Such disclosures need not include informa­
tion that is not relevant to the basis of accounting. The Interpre­
tation is scheduled to appear in the January 1998 issue of the 
J o u rn a l o f  A ccountancy.
A ttesta tion  In terp re ta tion . Interpretation of AT Section 400, Re­
p o r t in g  on an Entity's In tern a l C ontrol o v er  F inan cia l R eporting. As 
part of the process of applying for government grants or con­
tracts, an entity may be required to submit a written pre-award 
assertion (survey) by management about the effectiveness (suit­
ability) of the design of its internal control or a portion thereof 
for the government’s purposes, together with a practitioner’s re­
port thereon. Such a report can not be issued based solely on the 
consideration of internal control in an audit of the entity’s finan­
cial statements. To issue such a report, the practitioner should 
perform an examination of or apply agreed-upon procedures to 
management’s written assertion about the effectiveness (suitabil­
ity) of the design of an entity’s internal control as described in 
paragraphs .22 through .25 and .68 through .74 of SSAE No. 2, 
R eporting on an  Entity's In tern a l C ontrol O ver F inan cia l R eporting  
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AT sec. 400). If requested
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to sign a form prescribed by a government agency in connection 
with a pre-award survey, the practitioner should refuse to sign the 
form unless he or she has performed an attestation engagement. If 
the practitioner has performed an attestation engagement, he or 
she should consider whether the wording of the prescribed form 
conforms to the requirements of professional standards. An entity 
may also be required to submit a written pre-award assertion (sur­
vey) about its ability to establish suitably designed internal con­
trol with an accompanying practitioner’s report. A practitioner 
should not issue such a report. Neither the consideration of inter­
nal control in an audit of an entity’s financial statements nor the 
performance of an attestation engagement provides the practi­
tioner with a basis for issuing a report on the ability of an entity 
to establish suitability designed internal control.
AITF A dvisory : R ep o r t in g  on  th e  C om pu ta tion  o f  E arn in gs P er  
Share. In February 1997, the FASB issued FASB Statement No. 
128, E arnings P er Share (FASB, C urren t Text, vol. 1, sec. E11). 
The Statement, which is effective for annual and interim periods 
ending after December 15, 1997 (earlier application is not per­
m itted), changes the way entities compute earnings per share 
(EPS). After the effective date, the Statement requires that all 
prior period EPS data presented be restated to conform with the 
Statement’s provisions. CPAs should be aware that public compa­
nies are required to follow the guidance in SAB No. 74, D isclosure 
o f  th e Im pact th a t R ecently Issued A ccoun ting Standards W ill H ave 
on th e F inan cia l S tatem ents o f  R egistrants When A dopted in  a Fu­
tu re Period, and include a discussion of the expected impact of the 
Statement in registration statements and Form 10-Qs filed dur­
ing 1997. Such disclosure is consistent with the guidelines in 
FASB Statement No. 128, which permits an entity to disclose 
pro-forma EPS amounts computed using this statement in peri­
ods prior to adoption.
For the audit of the first annual period subsequent to the state­
ment’s effective date, the AITF is advising auditors that they are 
not required to refer in their audit reports to the change required 
by the statement, provided the financial statements clearly dis­
close that the comparative EPS data for the prior years presented
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has been restated. Such disclosure would be similar to that for re­
classification of prior-year financial information made for com­
parative purposes.
Accounting Issues and Developments
New FASB Statements
Executive Summary
• FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption from  Certain Required Disclo­
sures about Financial Instruments fo r  Certain Nonpublic Entities.
• FASB Statement No. 127, Deferral o f  the Effective Date o f  Certain 
Provisions o f  FASB Statement No. 125.
• FASB Statement No. 128, Earnings p er  Share.
• FASB Statement No. 129, Disclosure o f  Information about Capital 
Structure.
• FASB Statement No. 130, Reporting Comprehensive Income.
• FASB Statement No. 131, Disclosures about Segments o f  an Enterprise 
and Related Information.
FASB Statement No. 126, Exemption fr om  Certain R equired D isclo­
sures abou t F inancia l Instrum ents f o r  Certain N onpublic Entities an 
am endm en t o f  FASB S tatem ent No. 107  (FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, 
sec. F25). This Statement amends FASB Statement No. 107, Dis­
closures ab ou t Fair Value o f  F inan cia l Instrum ents (FASB, C urrent 
Text, vol. 1, sec. F23), to make the disclosures about fair value of fi­
nancial instruments prescribed in FASB Statement No. 107 op­
tional for entities that meet all of the following criteria:
1. The entity is a nonpublic entity.
2. The entity’s total assets are less than $100 million on the 
date of the financial statements.
3. The entity has not held or issued any derivative financial 
instruments, as defined in FASB Statement No. 119, Dis­
c lo su re  a b o u t  D er iv a tiv e  F in a n cia l In strum en ts a n d  Fair 
Value o f  F inan cia l Instrum ents (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1,
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sec. F25), other than loan commitments, during the re­
porting period.
This Statement shall be effective for fiscal years ending after De­
cember 15, 1996. Earlier application is permitted in financial 
statements that have not been issued previously.
FASB Statement No. 127, D eferra l o f  th e E ffective D ate o f  C ertain 
P rovision s o f  FASB S ta tem en t No. 125 (an a m en d m en t o f  FASB 
S tatem en t No. 125) (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. F38). FASB 
Statement No. 125, A ccoun tin g f o r  Transfers a n d  S erv icin g  o f  Fi­
n an c ia l Assets a n d  E xtinguishm ents o f  L iabilities (FASB, C urren t 
Text, vol. 1, sec. F38), was issued in June 1996 and establishes, 
among other things, new criteria for determ ining whether a 
transfer of financial assets in exchange for cash or other consider­
ation should be accounted for as a sale or as a pledge of collateral 
in a secured borrowing. FASB Statement No. 125 also establishes 
new accounting requirements for pledged collateral. As issued, 
FASB Statement No. 125 is effective for all transfers and servic­
ing of financial assets and extinguishments of liabilities occurring 
after December 31, 1996.
The FASB was made aware that the volume and variety of certain 
transactions and the related changes to information systems and 
accounting processes that are necessary to comply with the re­
quirements of FASB Statement No. 125 would make it extremely 
difficult, if  not impossible, for some affected enterprises to apply 
the transfer and collateral provisions of FASB Statement No. 125 
to those transactions as soon as January 1, 1997. As a result, this 
Statement defers for one year the effective date (a) of paragraph 
15 of FASB Statement No. 125 and (b) for repurchase agreement, 
dollar-roll, securities lending, and similar transactions, of para­
graphs 9 through 12 and 237(b) of FASB Statement No. 125.
FASB Statement No. 127 provides additional guidance on the 
types of transactions for which the effective date of FASB State­
ment No. 125 has been deferred. It also requires that if  it is not 
possible to determine whether a transfer occurring during calen­
dar-year 1997 is part of a repurchase agreement, dollar-roll, secu-
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rities lending, or similar transaction, then paragraphs 9 through 
12 of FASB Statement No. 125 should be applied to that transfer.
All provisions of FASB Statement No. 125 should continue to 
be applied prospectively, and earlier or retroactive application is 
not permitted.
The AITF has established a task force to consider the need for spe­
cific auditing guidance to implement this new standard. The task 
force is expected to consider the issue of evidential matter to sup­
port management’s assertion that a transfer of financial assets qual­
ifies as a sale under the provisions of FASB Statement No. 125 
(FASB, Current Text, vol. 1, sec. F35.103). Specifically, the inter­
pretation is expected to focus on the need for and the adequacy of 
a legal interpretation as evidence that the isolation criteria of 
FASB Statement No. 125 paragraph 9(a) “. . . the transferred as­
sets have been isolated from the transferor — put presumptively 
beyond the reach of the transferor and its creditors, even in bank­
ruptcy or other receivership . . . ” have been met.
FASB Statement No. 128, Earnings p e r  Share (FASB, Current Text, 
vol. 1, sec. El l ) ,  establishes standards for computing and present­
ing EPS and applies to entities with publicly held common stock 
or potential common stock. FASB Statement No. 128 simplifies 
the standards for computing EPS previously found in APB Opin­
ion No. 15, Earnings p e r  Share (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. 
E09), and makes them comparable to international EPS stan­
dards. It replaces the presentation of primary EPS with a presenta­
tion of basic EPS. It also requires dual presentation of basic and 
diluted EPS on the face of the income statement for all entities 
with complex capital structures and requires a reconciliation of the 
numerator and denominator of the basic EPS computation to the 
numerator and denominator of the diluted EPS computation.
Basic EPS excludes dilution and is computed by dividing income 
available to common stockholders by the weighted-average num­
ber of common shares outstanding for the period. Diluted EPS 
reflects the potential dilution that could occur if  securities or 
other contracts to issue common stock were exercised or con­
verted into common stock or resulted in the issuance of common
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stock that then shared in the earnings of the entity. Diluted EPS 
is computed sim ilarly to fully diluted EPS pursuant to APB 
Opinion 15.
This Statement supersedes APB Opinion 15 and AICPA Account­
ing Interpretations 1 through 102 of APB Opinion 15. It also su­
persedes or amends other accounting pronouncements. The 
provisions in this Statement are substantially the same as those in 
International Accounting Standard 33, Earnings p e r  Share, recently 
issued by the International Accounting Standards Committee.
This Statement is effective for financial statements issued for pe­
riods ending after December 15, 1997, including interim peri­
ods; earlier application is not permitted. This Statement requires 
restatement of all prior-period EPS data presented.
The AITF has issued an advisory to auditors related to this State­
ment. A description can be found in this Audit Risk Alert under 
the “New Auditing and Attestation Interpretations” section.
FASB Statement No. 129, D isclosure o f  In form ation  ab ou t Capital 
Structure (FASB, C urrent Text, vol. 1, sec. C24), establishes stan­
dards for disclosing information about an entity’s capital struc­
ture. It applies to all entities. This Statement continues the 
previous requirements to disclose certain information about an 
entity’s capital structure found in APB Opinions 10, O m nibus 
O pinion  —  1966, and 15, Earnings p e r  Share, and FASB State­
ment No. 47, D isclosure o f  Long-Term O bligations (FASB, Current 
Text, vol. 1, sec. C32), for entities that were subject to the re­
quirements of those standards. This Statement eliminates the ex­
emption of nonpublic entities from certain disclosure 
requirements of APB Opinion 15 as provided by FASB State­
ment No. 21, Suspension o f  th e R eportin g o f  Earnings p e r  Share a n d  
S egm en t In fo rm a tion  by N onpub lic  E nterprises (FASB, C urren t 
Text, vol. 1, sec. E09). It supersedes specific disclosure require­
ments of APB Opinions 10 and 15 and FASB Statement No. 47 
and consolidates them in this Statement for ease of retrieval and 
for greater visibility to nonpublic entities.
FASB Statement No. 129 is effective for financial statements for 
periods ending after December 15, 1997. It contains no change
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in disclosure requirements for entities that were previously sub­
ject to the requirements of APB Opinions 10 and 15 and FASB 
Statement No. 47.
FASB Statement No. 130, R eportin g C om preh en sive In com e, es­
tablishes standards for reporting and display of comprehensive 
income and its components (revenues, expenses, gains, and 
losses) in a full set of general-purpose financial statements. This 
Statement requires that all items that are required to be recog­
nized under accounting standards as components of comprehen­
sive income be reported in a financial statement that is displayed 
with the same prominence as other financial statements. This 
Statement does not require a specific format for that financial 
statement but requires that an enterprise display an amount rep­
resenting total comprehensive income for the period in that fi­
nancial statement.
This Statement requires that an enterprise (a) classify items of other 
comprehensive income by their nature in a financial statement and 
(b) display the accumulated balance of other comprehensive in­
come separately from retained earnings and additional paid-in cap­
ital in the equity section of a statement of financial position.
This Statement is effective for fiscal years beginning after Decem­
ber 15, 1997. Reclassification of financial statements for earlier 
periods provided for comparative purposes is required.
FASB Statement No. 131, D isclosures ab ou t S egm ents o f  an Enter­
p r is e  a n d  R ela ted  In form ation , establishes standards for the way 
that public business enterprises report information about operat­
ing segments in annual financial statements and requires that 
those enterprises report selected information about operating 
segments in interim financial reports issued to shareholders. It 
also establishes standards for related disclosures about products 
and services, geographic areas, and major customers. This State­
ment supersedes FASB Statement No. 14, F inan cia l R eportin g f o r  
S egm en ts o f  a B usin ess E nterprise (FASB, C urren t Text, vol. 1, 
sec. S20), but retains the requirement to report information 
about major customers. It amends FASB Statement No. 94,
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C onsolida tion  o f  All M a jo r ity -O w n ed  Subsidiaries (FASB, C urrent 
Text, vol. 1, sec. C51), to remove the special disclosure require­
ments for previously unconsolidated subsidiaries.
This Statement does not apply to nonpublic business enterprises 
or to not-for-profit organizations.
This Statement requires that a public business enterprise report 
financial and descriptive information about its reportable operat­
ing segments. Operating segments are components of an enter­
prise about which separate financial information is available that 
is evaluated regularly by the chief operating decision maker in de­
ciding how to allocate resources and in assessing performance. 
Generally, financial information is required to be reported on the 
basis that it is used internally for evaluating segment performance 
and deciding how to allocate resources to segments.
This Statement requires that a public business enterprise report a 
measure of segment profit or loss, certain specific revenue and ex­
pense items, and segment assets. It requires reconciliations of total 
segment revenues, total segment profit or loss, total segment as­
sets, and other amounts disclosed for segments to corresponding 
amounts in the enterprise’s general-purpose financial statements.
It requires that all public business enterprises report information 
about the revenues derived from the enterprises products or ser­
vices (or groups of similar products and services), about the coun­
tries in which the enterprise earns revenues and holds assets, and 
about major customers regardless of whether that information is 
used in making operating decisions. However, this Statement 
does not require an enterprise to report information that is not 
prepared for internal use if reporting it would be impracticable.
This Statement also requires that a public business enterprise re­
port descriptive information about the way that the operating 
segments were determined, the products and services provided by 
the operating segments, differences between the measurements 
used in reporting segment information and those used in the en­
terprise’s general-purpose financial statements, and changes in the 
measurement of segment amounts from period to period.
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This Statement is effective for financial statements for periods be­
ginning after December 15, 1997. In the initial year of applica­
tion, comparative information for earlier years is to be restated. 
This Statement need not be applied to interim financial state­
ments in the initial year of its application, but comparative infor­
mation for interim periods in the initial year of application is to 
be reported in financial statements for interim periods in the sec­
ond year of application.
Costs of Internally Developed and Purchased Software
How should the costs of internally developed and purchased 
software be accounted for?
FASB Statement No. 86 specifies the accounting for the costs of 
internally developed and purchased software. It requires that the 
costs of R&D-related activities, which must be expensed in the 
period incurred, be differentiated from the costs of production 
activities, which are capitalized. The difference between these two 
activities is based on the concept of technological feasibility. To 
qualify for capitalization, costs must be incurred subsequent to 
establishing technological feasibility. Software rights purchased or 
leased for resale and no alternative future use must also meet the 
requirements for technological feasibility to be capitalized. Pro­
duction costs for software that is to be used as an integral part of 
a product or process should not be capitalized until both (1) tech­
nological feasibility has been established for the software and (2) 
all R&D for the other components of the product or process has 
been completed.
Auditors should evaluate management’s judgments regarding 
technological feasibility. To do this, product plans and software 
development methodologies should be reviewed at each bal­
ance-sheet date. Factors to be considered include —
• The carrying value of the capitalized software, and whether 
revenue forecasts are reasonably constructed, adequately 
documented, and realistic in view of a company’s estab­
lished channels of distribution and financial resources.
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• The reasonableness of the product’s life, which typically 
ranges from three to five years. The amortization of these 
costs should not be included in R&D costs, but should be 
charged to costs of goods sold or a similar expense category.
EITF Issue No. 96-6, A ccoun ting f o r  th e Film  a n d  Softw are Costs 
A ssocia ted w ith  D eve lop in g  E n terta inm en t a n d  E du ca tiona l S oft­
w are Products, raises the issue of how companies should account 
for the film and software costs associated with developing enter­
tainment and educational products. However, because of the po­
sition taken by the SEC staff, the Task Force was not asked to 
reach a consensus on this Issue. The SEC’s position is included in 
the EITF Abstracts.
Management’s Discussion and Analysis —  Public Companies
What are the issues relating to Managements Discussion and 
Analysis for public companies?
SAS No. 8, O ther In form ation  in  D ocum en ts C on ta in in g A udited  
F inan cia l S tatem ents (AICPA, P rofessiona l Standards, vol. 1, AU 
sec. 550), requires that auditors read such information and con­
sider whether the information, or the manner of its presentation, 
is m aterially inconsistent w ith that appearing in the financial 
statements. As auditors of high-technology entities that are 
required to file reports w ith the SEC read the M anagement’s 
Discussion and Analysis of Operations sections of SEC filings 
that contain audited financial statements, they might consider 
whether those discussions include items such as —
• The reasonably likely effects on future operating results of 
known trends, such as further declines of sales of mature 
products. The life cycles of products of high-technology 
entities are frequently short because of the pace of techno­
logical change.
• Discretionary operating expenses, such as those relating to 
R&D, that have materially affected the most recent period 
presented but are not expected to have an impact on future 
operations, or those matters that have not affected the
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most recent period presented but are expected to materi­
ally affect future periods.
New SOP —  Software Revenue Recognition
What are the major provisions of the new SOP on software 
revenue recognition?
The Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) has is­
sued an SOP on software revenue recognition that supersedes 
SOP 91-1. SOP 97-2, Softw are R evenue R ecogn ition  (product no. 
014897CLB11), is effective for transactions entered into in fiscal 
years beginning after Dec. 15, 1997.
The SOP, which provides guidance on applying GAAP in recog­
nizing revenue on software transactions, includes the following in 
its requirements:
• If an arrangement to deliver software or a software system, 
either alone or together with other products or services, re­
quires significant production, modification or customiza­
tion of software, the entire arrangement should be 
accounted for in conformity with ARB No. 45, Long-Term  
Construction-Type Contracts, using the relevant guidance in 
SOP 81-1, A ccounting f o r  P erform ance o f  C onstruction-Type 
a n d  Certain Production-Type Contracts, unless specified crite­
ria for separate accounting for any service element are met.
• Separate accounting for a service element of an arrange­
ment to which contract accounting applies is required if 
both of the following criteria are met.
1. The services are not essential to the functionality of 
any other element of the transaction
2. The services are stated separately in the contract such 
that the total price of the arrangement would be ex­
pected to vary as the result of inclusion or exclusion of 
the services
• If an arrangement to deliver software or a software system 
does not require significant production, modification or
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customization of software, revenue should be recognized 
when all of the following criteria are met:
1. Persuasive evidence of an agreement exists
2. Delivery has occurred
3. The vendors fee is fixed or determinable
4. Collectibility is probable
• Software arrangements may consist of multiple elements, 
that is, additional software products, upgrades or enhance­
ments, rights to exchange or return software, postcontract 
customer support (PCS), or services, including elements 
deliverable only on a when-and-if-available basis. If con­
tract accounting does not apply, the vendor’s fee must be 
allocated to the various elements based on vendor-specific 
objective evidence of fair values. If sufficient vendor-spe­
cific objective evidence of fair values does not exist, all rev­
enue from the arrangement should be deferred until such 
sufficient evidence exists, or until all elements have been 
delivered. Exceptions to this guidance are provided for 
PCS, subscriptions and arrangements in which the fee is 
based on the number of copies. Vendor-specific objective 
evidence is lim ited to (a) the price charged when the 
element is sold separately, or (b) if  not yet being sold sepa­
rately, the price for each element established by manage­
ment having the relevant authority.
• The portion of the license fee allocated to an element 
should be recognized as revenue when all of the revenue 
recognition criteria have been met. In applying those crite­
ria, delivery of an element is considered not to have oc­
curred if there are undelivered elements that are essential to 
the functionality of any delivered elements. Additionally, 
collectibility of that portion of the fee is not considered to 
be probable if  the amount of the fees attributable to deliv­
ered elements is subject to forfeiture, refund, or other con­
cession if the undelivered elements are not delivered.
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Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Audit Risk Alert 
is available through various publications and services listed in the 
following table entitled ’’Information Sources”. Many nongovern­
ment and some government publications and services involve a 
charge or membership requirement.
Fax services allow users to follow voice cues and request that se­
lected documents be sent by fax machine. Some fax services re­
quire the user to call from the handset of the fax machine, others 
allow users to call from any phone. Most fax services offer an 
index document, which lists titles and other information describ­
ing available documents.
Electronic bulletin board services allow users to read, copy, and 
exchange information electronically. Most are available using a 
modem and standard communications software. Some bulletin 
board services are also available using one or more Internet protocols.
Recorded announcements allow users to listen to announcements 
about a variety of recent or scheduled actions or meetings.
All phone numbers listed are voice lines, unless otherwise desig­
nated as fax (f) or data (d) lines. Required modem speeds, ex­
pressed in bauds per second (bps), are listed data lines.
This Audit Risk Alert replaces H igh T echnology Industry D evelop ­
m ents — 1996/97.
Practitioners should also be aware of the economic, industry, regu­
latory, and professional developments described in Audit Risk Alert 
—  1997/98 (product no. 022202) and C om pilation  a n d  R eview  
A lert—  1997/98 (product no. 060681), which may be obtained by 
calling the AICPA Order Department at 1 800-TO- AICPA.
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